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This has been possible because of modern technologies like broadband internet. Orâ€¦ is it? Understanding and
taking advantage from technology is the main aspect in contemporary world which is approachable society.
Development of New Weapons Among the things that saw great development were the weapons that were
being used in the battle fields. Technology has improved a lot over years, and it is a great thing these days,
because it can be very helpful, especially for people with disabilities. For instance, when researching a cure for
a disease like cancer the internet is a great tool. While most of the news you get to see on social media is
purely factual, one may also see image results for particular news. Even the incurable diseases like cancer
have a proper cure now. Additionally, bars, clubs, and amusement parks have all benefited from advancements
in technology. All you need to do is ask your voice assistant a question, and it will give you an answer found
online. You can improve your teaching skills and integrate scientific methods to bring motivation to your
students. No one would now have to wait in the long line of banks just for paying their utility bills. These
innovations lasted long after the war and their effects could be seen in the development of modern technology
for the civilian use. Employers are now looking to implement new laws, which would allow them to go
through their employees social sites, and in a case invade ones privacy. We are vaguely aware of the fact that
torture once occurred in prevalence at some point in time and happens somewhere today. Nowadays, we can
cover a 10 miles distance within a few minutes using electric trains, airplanes or cars. All these modern
communication technology tools have simplified the way humans and businesses communicate. Read More
Through wearables or floor and bed sensors, small devices are capable of knowing when someone falls. I find
it truly amazing that a person from China is able to talk to a person from the United States, all through the
internet. In modern society, many things are handed to us where as in the traditional society people had to
work very hard and face many hurdles in order to do everyday tasks. People with money can afford floating
homes, and glass homes or people with smaller means can make tiny houses or mobile homes. The question is,
if all these possibilities provided by the modern technology are equally effectively utilized in the modern
public sector? The emergence of technology has had a profound impacted to the educational landscape in our
society. Cell Phones, everyone knows what a cell phone is, whether you own one or not. Food delivery can
come in many different forms. Technological products are available everywhere and everyone is using it.
Without these technological advancements, one would not be able to live the modern life in a convenient
manner. A lot of grocery stores like Walmart, Target and Kroger even offer their own delivery or pick-up
options. It has made communication between people to people faster, more accessible, and easier. Modern
technology increases human capabilities and this technology has evolved with years. What we call modern
technology is technically not so new in most cases.


